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Geo Data Management

Calculate routes intelligently - track vehicles 
efficiently

Plan your routes for customer visits efficiently and also 
plan deliveries or sales actions resource-optimized 
with our module MD-Premium.NET GEO!

The basis of this module is a development environment called 
MD-Premium.NET Application Framework. With this .NET and 
Oracle database-based tool all industry branch and business  
requirements can be realized time and cost efficient. 

Highlight is the automatically delivery of this application  
development system, so customizations can be done by the user. 
Such modifications are immediately visible in the Windows client 
as well as in the Web client!

With this module geo-coded data are displayed in a map, like 
vehicle routes, and they are calculated inclusive start, finish and 
breakpoints. The map views are manifold (e.g. colored areas). At 
the tour planning vehicles, orders, breakpoints and also distan-
ces and times provided from the map producer BingMaps are 
considered. If appropriate devices are installed in the vehicles 
also a vehicle tracking can be realized. 

Top off the information system by importing shape files from free 
sources into the software and display these data in the map.  
Example: subsidiaries of a certain trade chain, locations of  
electro service stations etc.

Features overview

Selections

Predefined, in the system deposited, queries also are an im-
portant part of MD-Premium.NET GEO. With such a selection 
you are able to find out e.g. the customers with highest sales in  
Vienna in the year 2013. 

These data then are imported into MD-Premium.NET GEO and 
displayed as layer. As soon as you start the query all best selling 
customers from Vienna of 2013 will be shown in the map.

Layer

A layer consists of one or more points, images or lines that are 
created according to queries or route calculations.

Figure 2: Mask „map“ - tab „selections“

Figure 1: Screen „map“ - Selection of „Best-Selling Customer in Vienna 2013“
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instance provides no times, what is not sufficient enough for a 
real route planning.

Route planning

To make the route planning an own register with following  
features is available:

•	 Start und finish: Defines starting point and finish of your 
route. You have to geo-code the addresses of these tables, 
because this position (e.g. company address) remains cons-
tant and should not be calculated every time.

•	 Breakpoints: To calculate the route optimally, you need 
breakpoints. These are for example the customers, which 
are visited or supplied within the route. If a breakpoint is 
marked, it will not only be taken to the route, but also an  
arrival time, waiting time and departure time will be  
calculated/entered.

•	 Calculating the route: Button „Calculate“ starts the  
calculation of route. Then the result is displayed in the map 
as own layer named “Route”.

•	 Info: This tab shows information about calculated routes. 
Type of description depends on chosen provider, because 
they deliver different information about distance and time. 

Tour planning at a glance

With help of the tour planning allocation of vehicles to customer 
orders and planning a tour for one or more vehicles is a breeze 

Map view

The simple map view contains the display of geo-coded address 
data (e.g. result of a query) in a map inclusive route planning. If 
you for example plan a customer visit in “Amstetten” and vicinity, 
just create the appropriate select to see an optimal route in the 
map.

The map view consists of a map in the right area and tabs for the 
functions (route, selection, vehicles, info) in the left area.

•	 Route: simple route calculation and route planning

•	 Selections: calling the queries, that are defined and stored 
in the system

•	 Vehicles: displaying historical vehicle data & live tracking

•	 Info: displaying the results according to the route calculation

For displaying geo-coded data many views are available, which 
you can select with a mouse-click.

We offer the services OpenStreetMaps and BingMaps. BingMaps 
is provided by Microsoft, has to be licensed, and delivers a higher 
quality map material than OpenStreetMap. OpenStreetMaps for 

Figure 3: Representation of a selection for efficient route planning for customer 
visits

Figure 4: Route calculation with start and finish - breakpoints - calculate the route 
- info



for you. To make the tour planning on the one hand vehicles have 
to be entered in the system and on the other hand you have to 
select the orders to be allocated.

Tour planning at a glance:

1. Selecting the vehicle: Under tab „Vehicles“ you can select 
a vehicle. Then starting point and finish of the tour is defined.

2. Selecting the customer orders: Here customer orders to 
be disposed can be selected with a ready selection.

3. Defining the breakpoints: With a mouse-click a breakpoint 
can be set fast and easy. It will be added to the list of break-
points, the vehicle sum will be refreshed and the predefined 
stop time from the vehicle master data will be used.

4. Calculating the tour: With help of set breakpoints distance, 
stop times and travelling times are calculated. 

5. Booking tour data: If the calculation is correct, booking tour 
data takes place. If the weight sum exceeds the maximum 
payload of the vehicle, booking is not possible. 

Vehicle tracking

With the vehicle tracking you always know, where each vehicle is.

There are two types of vehicle tracking – a live tracking and  
implementing historical vehicle data.

•	 Livetracking: The actual geo coordinates of the vehicle are 
displayed and with some settings directly implemented into 
the software. 

•	 Glance at historical data: To record the real tour of your 
employees in the system, historical vehicle data can be loa-
ded. 

A route layer per vehicle is compiled, that visualizes the 
breakpoints, which are created depending on whether the 
vehicle’s ignition is on or not. 

The tooltip of each breakpoint shows the arrival time and the 
time of ride-on. The checkbox “private” controls, if private 
ways should be displayed or not. This can be activated with 
a switch on the GPS device.

To use these functions, following requirements have to be  
complied:

•	 Buying the necessary license of MD-Premium.NET GEO

•	 Concluding a contract with company Software-Management 
for providing vehicle-related GPS data

•	 Installing the GPS device into the vehicle, which is part of 
the contract with Software-Management GmbH, by a garage 

•	 Setting the database job for the automatically refreshing of 
vehicle data

•	 Allocating a vehicle to a GPS device 

Viewing geo-coded data in the map and route planning  
(allocation of up to 9 tour points to a vehicle) is possible also  
without module purchase.

Contact Software-Management GmbH

A: Raiffeisenplatz 1/3c, 4863 Seewalchen
T: +43 (0)7662 / 22344
E: info@software-management.at
H: www.sw-management.com

Figure 5: Illustration - display vehicle tracking with Ankunkft / Start and place
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